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	Spies and Stars: MI5, Showbusiness and Me, 9781526608819 (1526608812), Bloomsbury Reference, 2019

	The wickedly funny sequel to the MI5 and Me, described by Tatler as 'a stone cold comic classic', following the irrepressible Lottie's adventures in 1950s London London in the 1950s. Lottie is a reluctant typist at MI5 and the even more reluctant daughter of the organisation's most illustrious spy. Now she has had the bad luck to fall in love with Harry, a handsome if frustrated young actor, who has also been press-ganged into the family business, acting as one of her father's undercover agents in the Communist hotbed of British theatre. Together the two young lovers embark on a star-studded adventure through the glittering world of theatre - but, between missing files, disapproving parents, and their own burgeoning creative endeavours, life is about to become very complicated indeed...
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Theory of User EngineeringCRC Press, 2016

	This book outlines the new concept of user engineering and covers the diversity of users, along with the business process that includes the design and the user’s experience processes. Although the concept of user experience (UX) has become popular, the definition and the methodology are still ambiguous. User engineering is similar to...


		

Understanding BiotechnologyPrentice Hall, 2003
An objective, thorough, and accessible introduction to biotechnology.

Biotechnology will have an increasingly profound impact on human health, agriculture, the environment, and society itself. Understanding Biotechnology offers an introduction to biotechnology that is balanced, accurate, current, thorough,...


		

Contamination-Free Manufacturing for Semiconductors and Other Precision ProductsCRC Press, 2001
Provides advanced treatment and in-depth coverage of the origins, procedures, and disposal of contaminants in the manufacturing of semiconductors and other precision products. Offers solutions to inadequate areas of measurement capability and control technology, clarifying problems in the industry.

Semiconductor chip manufacturing, now a...




	

Programming C#, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2002
The first part of Programming C#, 2nd Edition introduces C# fundamentals, then goes on to
explain the development of desktop and Internet applications, including Windows Forms,
ADO.NET, ASP.NET (including Web Forms), and Web Services. Next, this book gets to the
heart of the .NET Framework, focusing on attributes and reflection,...

		

GIMP BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The ultimate reference and guide to the GNU image manipulation program


	GIMP is a free, Photoshop-like image manipulation program, and as its use grows, so does the demand for detailed instruction on how to get the very most out of it. GIMP Bible is the most comprehensive and current independent GIMP reference...


		

Pro WPF in C# 2008: Windows Presentation Foundation with .NET 3.5, Second EditionApress, 2008
The Microsoft Windows Presentation Foundation provides the foundation for building applications and high–quality user experiences in Windows Vista. WPF blends application user interface, documents, and media content to provide richer control, design, and development of the visual aspects of Windows programs.
 Author Matthew...
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